Dipole Research EXperiment (DREX) is a new terrella device as part of the Space Plasma Environment Research Facility (SPERF) for laboratory studies of space physics relevant to the inner magnetospheric plasmas. Adequate plasma sources are very important for DREX to achieve its scientific goals. According to different research requirements, there are two density regimes for DREX. The low density regime will be achieved by an electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) system for the 'whistler/chorus' wave investigation, while the high density regime will be achieved by biased cold cathode discharge for the desired 'Alfvén' wave study. The parameters of 'whistler/chorus' waves and 'Alfvén' waves are determined by the scaling law between space and laboratory plasmas in the current device. In this paper, the initial design of these two plasma sources for DREX is described. Focus is placed on the chosen frequency and operation mode of the ECR system which will produce relatively low density 'artificial radiation belt' plasmas and the seed electrons, followed by the design of biased cold cathode discharge to generate plasma with high density.
Introduction
Space Environment Simulation Research Infrastructure (SESRI), which is a scientific project for a major national facility of fundamental research, has recently been launched at Harbin Institute of Technology (HIT). The Space Plasma Environment Research Facility (SPERF) for simulation of the space plasma environment is one of the components of SESRI. It is designed to investigate fundamental issues in the space plasma environment, such as energetic particle transportation and the interaction with waves in the magnetosphere, magnetic reconnection at magnetopause and magnetotail, etc. It is a great challenge to understand the energization mechanism and transport characterization of the charged particles, especially on acceleration/loss/redistribution of energetic particles, which are crucially important for spacecraft in the terrestrial plasma environment [1] [2] [3] . Thus, current research interests in space exploration further motivate experimental investigations such as in Dipole Research EXperiment (DREX) to understand the processes responsible for the basic feature of acceleration, loss, and transport of energetic electron interaction with 'whistler/chorus/Alfvén' waves. Specially designed parameters determined by the scaling law between space and laboratory plasmas are beneficial for such investigations. DREX is one of two essential parts of SPERF. It is designed to provide a laboratory experimental platform to reproduce the Earth's magnetospheric configuration for investigations on the mechanisms for acceleration/loss and wave-particle interaction of energetic particles in the radiation belt, and on the influence of magnetic storms of the inner magnetosphere [4] . In addition, DREX provides the 'inner' boundary condition for Asymmetric Reconnection EXperiment (AREX) [5] , which is another part of SPERF, to form asymmetric three dimensional (3D) reconnection configurations, while AREX on the other hand simulates the 'solar wind condition' for fundamental processes in DREX. The most important part for DREX to achieve the above-mentioned scientific goals is employing adequate plasma sources for different scenarios. Therefore, careful design of plasma sources for different scientific goals is needed.
Electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) has been proved to be an effective means to create steady-state plasmas in many dipole-confined plasma experiments, such as CTX, LDX and RT-1 [6] [7] [8] [9] . It is also employed for heating, mode control to access high beta regimes and maintain advanced plasma scenario in fusion devices [10] [11] [12] . The main advantages of ECRH used in dipole research are related to the steep and controllable plasma pressure gradients by highly localized absorption of the input power; to the easy coupling and practically independent plasma boundary conditions; to the availability of high power sources and to the maturity of the wave transmission and launch technology. Although in some devices the over-dense plasma can be produced due to the mode-conversion processes, which convert the original ECRH microwaves into electron Bernstein waves (EBWs) due to microwave coupling at the upper-hybrid resonance, rather than the electrons at the cyclotron resonance [11, 13, 14] . While due to the effect of refraction and cut-off at high plasma density with low wave frequency (limited by the achievable magnetic field strength in the device), it is very hard for ECR to produce very high density plasma (overdense plasmas with ω pe ?ω ce in a magnetic field of hundreds of Gauss).
In the high density regime of DREX, which is very important for wave-particle interaction studies, especially for supporting the desired Alfvén wave [15] characteristics determined by the MHD equilibrium with scaling relation corresponding to the terrestrial space [16] , the plasma produced by ECR is not suitable because of the limitation of the produced plasma density due to the refraction and cut-off effect, thus the biased cold cathode discharge is employed. Bergström et al employed the bias cold cathode discharge to produce high density plasma [17, 18] . They created rotating plasma by starting such a discharge from a mass of neutral gas at right angles to an immersed magnetic field. The published results show that a full ionization plasma can be achieved and the plasma density can reach as high as 10 15 cm −3 [19] . The rotating plasma produced by the Maryland Centrifugal Experiment (MCX) has in principle a similar cross field structure [20, 21] . The discharge configuration in our device is designed similar to the device from Bergström's group but with different electrode shapes and discharge parameters. In addition, we plan to try to employ ECR as a pre-ionization assisted startup for the discharge. An ECR pre-ionization assisted startup scheme has been demonstrated in a number of tokamaks to generate reproducible and performance-enhancing start-up [22] [23] [24] . In particular, it shows a substantial reduction in the requirement of loop voltage for the ohmic current and thus lowers the transformer flux consumption in the initial phase of startup. This fact can be attributed to either generation of microwave plasma by ECR pre-ionization prior to the application of a loop voltage or in the presence of a loop voltage that instigates the avalanche breakdown process.
In this paper, after a brief description of the experimental device and diagnostics, the different plasma sources used to produce an 'artificial radiation belt' using ECR microwave heating for low plasma density regime and also the bias cold cathode discharge with ECR as pre-ionization for high plasma density regime are presented.
Brief introduction to DREX
The SPERF system is a cylindrical vacuum chamber of 10 m length and 5 m diameter, operating at a background pressure of 10 −4 Pa. DREX consists of a water cooled dipole magnet suspended mechanically in the central stage of SPERF. The designed dipole coil is a cylinder with its outer, inner diameters and height of 96 cm, 68 cm and 28 cm, respectively. It consists of 196 turns each with a current about 7000 A. The inductance of the dipole coil is about 68 mH and it will be supplied with capacitor banks with a capacity of 9.52 mF and charged to 20 kV. The dipole is designed to be rotatable in two directions to simulate different tilted positions and various interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) orientations. With arrangements of various coils and plasma sources, it can be operated in three scenarios, including complete magnetosphere configurations operating together with 'dayside' AREX flux cores as well as the 'nightside' 'tail' coil set. Detailed information on the DREX system, including the scientific goals and experimental plans, physical design etc, is described elsewhere [4] . The design of the AREX system will also be presented elsewhere [5] . In DREX, Alfvén waves with a characteristic wavelength on the order of meters will be excited by a coil or a phase control antenna set with a frequency range of several kHz to about 1 MHz and a plasma beam injected by a pulse discharge plasma gun, while whistler waves in the range of 1 MHz to several GHz will be excited by external antennas in a frequency range on the order of the electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) band. Their excitation mechanism and their influences on the transport of charged particles are planned to be investigated. Therefore, plasma densities in two different regimes are needed for the DREX system. With densities in the range of 10 11 -10 13 cm −3 , and typical temperatures of T e ∼1-100 eV, T i ∼0.01-1 eV, the collisionless conditions can be satisfied according to the comparison between the collision rate and cyclotron frequencies of the electron and ion.
The diagnostics that will be installed on the DREX device include many kinds of electrostatic probes, magnetic probes, flux loops, Rogowski coils, photodiodes, spectrometer, high speed camera and mass spectrometer. These diagnostics will be used to estimate the magnetic fields, plasma current, plasma emission, impurity contents and discharge dynamics. In addition, interferometers will be used for precise measurements of the electron density at high and low plasma density regimes. A polarized light interferometer will also be applied to monitor the fluctuation of the magnetic field and plasma density. An advanced Thomson scattering (TS) system [25] will be used to measure the electron density, neutral density and electron temperature profiles. Furthermore, the energy of energetic particles will be diagnosed by gridded energy analyzer [26] and multichannel soft x-ray spectrometer [27] .
ECR system on DREX

The choice of frequency
A considerable number of the energetic electrons produced by ECR are very useful for transport characteristics of energetic particles in dipole-like magnetic field configurations in DREX. Due to the resonant character of the interaction between the electrons and input microwave, the produced localized plasma is very sensitive to the magnetic field. The cyclotron resonance condition is achieved by a specially designed magnetic dipole field configuration. Firstly, the magnetic field configuration distribution in the DREX dipole geometry has been obtained by numerical simulations. The dipole coil is built using regular copper wire, the current density of which is limited by the cooling to about 20 A mm −2 . The pulse duration for the dipole coil is set to about 10 ms. The magnetic field simulation result with a full capacity of the rated current (7000 A for the 196 turns with a total current about 1.4 MA) and with an ideal conducting boundary condition is shown in figure 1 . The scaling law of DREX is based on a qualitative understanding of configurations, processes, and their interdependence on the large MHD scale in a typical region of the geosynchronous orbit (6.6R E ), which is designed to be 200 cm to the center of the dipole core. The simulated outer radiation belt for L=(4-6)R E is therefore set to be about 1.2-1.8 m from the dipole center, corresponding to a magnetic field of 3400 G−760 G based on the magnetic field calculation. According to the magnetic field calculation result, together with the scaling relationship between the Earth's magnetosphere to the laboratory, and also the commercially available, microwave frequencies of 2.45 GHz with fundamental resonance field at 875 G and 6.4 GHz at 2236 G will be employed for the production of plasma. The combination of two different frequencies can also provide the possibility to control the plasma density and pressure profile by adjusting the power deposition of the two different microwave frequencies. The magnetic field calculation result, together with different electron cyclotron resonant surfaces of two electromagnetic frequencies, is shown in figure 1 . It can be seen that the fundamental resonance areas of 2.45 GHz and also 6.4 GHz are both in the 'outer radiation belt' region. In addition, the possibility of absorption at the 1/2 of the cyclotron resonance frequency [28] , in our case, at B=438 G and 1118 G for ECR of 2.45 GHz and 6.4 GHz respectively, has also been taken into consideration, as shown in figure 1 . Therefore, a careful design of the ECR system can make use of the harmonic overlap properties of the interaction in order to optimize the exploitation of the research area as much as possible.
For electromagnetic waves, such as microwaves, to propagate into the plasma they must have a frequency below the electron plasma frequency n e m , pe 2 e 2 e w e º where n e is the electron density, m e is electron mass and ε is the permittivity of the vacuum. In DREX, this constrains the density to values below n e <7.5×10 10 cm −3 for 2.45 GHz ECR plasma and n e <5.1×10 11 cm −3 for 6.4 GHz ECR plasma. Therefore, other approaches to achieve higher density plasma for DREX are necessary.
Operation mode for ECR system
The required ECR power is estimated by the energy needed to ionize the working gas, which is the sum of hydrogen ionization energy together with energy consumption due to inelastic collisions. For ECR in DREX, the input power consists of injected microwave power, while the output power consists of hydrogen ionization and radiation, the power transfer from electrons to ions by collisions, bremsstrahlung loss, impurity related loss and transport loss. The initial input powers that will be used for 2.45 GHz and 6.4 GHz ECR systemd are both 10 kW, which is estimated by considering the energy efficiency of plasma absorption from the microwave, depending on the heating scheme and operation mode of the system estimated to be about 20% in our calculation, the volume of the plasma in our device and the typical β value for dipole plasmas, the power loss during the transmission process to the vacuum chamber, estimated to be about 20%.
The microwaves from each source will be transmitted to the experimental vacuum vessel in the TE 10 (transverse electric) mode via two independent transmission lines and launchers. In principle, the multiple reflection and absorption process causes ECR plasma to be insensitive to polarization since each wall reflection changes and generally reduces the polarization. In the preliminary experiments, both the 2.45 GHz source and the 6.4 GHz source will be launched in X-mode polarization at a side port on the vacuum vessel with antennas cut at the Vlasov angle in order to minimize the reflected power and to minimize the directivity. The energetic electron population is radially localized in the vicinity of the fundamental ECR resonance region, as demonstrated in figure 2 , it is also vertically localized to the mid-plane, implying anisotropy. The intended heating scheme for DREX is 'cavity heating', which assumes multiple pass absorptions and reflections of the vacuum walls to make the toroidal heating relatively isotropic.
Bias cold cathode discharge system
Basic description
The magnetic field configuration and the electrodes of bias cold cathode discharge in DREX are shown in figure 3 . The bias cold cathode discharge in DREX plans to use a movable metallic grid plate as a cold cathode and a metallic ring as an anode above the dipole coil. The diameters of the cathode and anode are determined by the magnetic configuration, which is initially designed with diameter of 3 m and 2 m, respectively. When the magnetic field of the dipole coil has reached its maximum value a high voltage produced by a condenser bank will be applied between the anode rings and cathode plate. This produces an electric field E at right angles to the magnetic field B. The electric field ionizes the gas and the produced plasma is set into rotation around the axis of symmetry due to the E×B effect. The separation in a centrifuge (plasma or gas) is produced by the force balance between the plasma pressure and centrifugal forces. The magnetic field on the surface of the cathode grid is above 600 G, and above 5000 G near the anode ring. Under such conditions, the magnetic field between the electrodes is sufficient high to magnetize the produced electrons and also ions. It is demonstrated that the plasma confinement region is consistent with the volume situated between the field lines which touch the anode rings and the cathode [17] . Therefore, the produced plasma volume can be adjusted to the position in which we are interested by changing the position of the cathode grid.
Structure and parameter choice
For studies in DREX, the high ionization rate is essential for particle acceleration investigation by the wave-particle interaction. When plasmas contain neutral particles or any kinds of complex atoms, the 'collisions' can introduce processes such as excitations, ionization, charge exchanges, and so on. It is reported that using the above-mentioned configuration a fully ionized plasma within the confined region between the cathode and anode can be produced when the heating power exceeds a certain critical level. According to Townsend's theory, the breakdown may be facilitated by the optimization of the gas pressure and also the angle parallel to the magnetic field line. Based on the magnetic field calculation, the magnetic field strength is very high between the electrodes. Therefore, the required breakdown voltage is very high, particularly for a discharge over a distance (d 1 ) of more than 50 cm. It is necessary to search for a way to lower the breakdown conditions. ECR pre-ionization has been used to assist current startup in tokomaks [11, 23, 24] . In these experiments, the reduction of loop voltage with rf was typically up to 50% of the initial voltage without rf and the delay in initiation of the plasma current was substantially reduced. Microwave plasma generated by ECR pre-ionization prior to the application of bias cold cathode discharge instigates the breakdown avalanche and thus a substantial reduction in the breakdown voltage requirement for the initial phase of startup. It can also provide additional power for full ionization of the input hydrogen gas. The sensitivity of the breakdown to polarization and resonance position is important for the system design. As for the benefit of pre-ionization, microwave absorption in the presence of a resonant field will be optimized by changing the gas filling pressure, orientation of the waveguide and relative delay between the magnetic field and the microwave pulse. In order to get a density of 10 13 cm −3 , a discharge current of about 10 kA is needed depending on the plasma volume we want to get. The energy source supplied for the system will be capacitor banks with capacity of 4.62 mF and can be charged up to 20 kV. By reducing the distance between the cathode and anode, a relatively low voltage may be applied on the electrodes which will produce plasma with different volumes for further investigation.
There are two important factors that will influence the properties of the produced quasi-stationary plasma [19] . The first one is the mirror ratio (B M /B 0 ), which determines the plasma loss during their transportation from high field side to the low field side, as shown in figure 4 . The other factor is the radial ratio of the radial position of a field line in the midplane, r 0 , and the corresponding distance r w where it cuts the surface of the anode ring, r 0 /r w , which is very important to the centrifugal confinement and the energy balance. Both of Magnetic field configuration and electrodes of the bias cold cathode discharge system. The magnetic field is generated by the dipole coil and is sketched from calculations by numerical simulations.
these two factors in our device (with mirror ratio of about 21 and radial ratio of about 3.7) are higher than the value of the previous report [29] , where they produced a fully ionizated plasma with a mirror ratio and radial ratio of about 7.7 and 3.4, respectively. Therefore we can produce full ionization plasma with high density.
Conclusions and discussion
Two kinds of plasma sources have been developed for DREX, analogous to the plasma in the geomagnetosphere at MHD scales. To investigate the distribution/acceleration/ transport of energetic particles as well as their interaction with whisler/chrous wave interaction, the plasma density of which is not highly required, the ECR system is used. The ECR system in DREX consists of two different frequencies (2.45 GHz and 6.4 GHz) with which the plasma density profile can be manipulated. While in the dimension of DREX, only when the density of the plasma is sufficiently high (above 10 13 cm −3 ) can the Alfvén waves be excited according to the MHD scaling relation. Therefore, the bias cold cathode discharge producing fully ionized plasma with high density will be used most likely with ECR as pre-ionization. The detailed design of the plasma sources system still needs experimental exploration, particularly for the synergistic operation with ECR and bias cold cathode discharge.
